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In this systematic study, we attempt to thoroughly understand the aggregation mechanism of conductive carbon
black in aqueous dispersing medium and optimize the formulation of suspension electrodes for aqueous
sodium–ion semisolid flow battery applications. For the first time, we present branched micelle solution as an
electrolyte that introduces the widest electrochemical stability window of 3.5 V, from –3 to + 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl,
with relatively low viscosity, rendering it as promising aqueous dispersing medium for suspension electrodes
(anolytes). The simultaneous rheo-electrical measurements revealed that the aggregation of conductive ketjen
black (KB) particles was controlled by the electrostatic repulsion forces that doubly originate from the interaggregate soft interaction and bulk micelle interactions. This remarkable interaction rendered the dispersions
electrically percolated at low carbon content (0.9 wt%) and importantly able to conserve the electrical con
ductivity under extremely high shear rates. Under the quiescent conditions, the percolated KB dispersion could
sustain higher load of active material (up to 30 wt% Na2Ti3O7 as an active material) without severe influence on
the rigidity (rheological plateau modulus G0) and electrical conductivity (Σ) of the suspensions. These promising
findings propound further investigation for the electrochemical performance of these aqueous sodium–ion sus
pension electrodes under flow conditions.

1. Introduction
After its advent in 1970s, redox flow batteries (RFBs) withdrew

significant interest as an alternative energy storage system due to design
flexibility in separating energy and power in comparison to the con
ventional solid ion-batteries such as lithium-ion batteries [1]. The RFBs
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encountered obstacles towards laying them efficient grid energy storage
system due to their low energy density and low working potential [1,2].
Due to the relatively high cost-to-storage efficiency, the current RFBs
account only for about 1% of the grid-scale energy storage merchandise.
The need for large mass energy storage back-up systems for solar-farms
or wind turbines plants, for instance grid storage applications, has
renewed interest in another promising type of RFBs that can overcome
the limitations encountered by conventional RFBs. Chiang et al. recently
proposed a new concept; namely semi-solid flow battery (SSFB), which
relies on replacing the dissolved electroactive ionic species used in
conventional RFBs by electroactive solid particles suspended in a
lithium-containing organic electrolyte and mixed up with conductive
percolated carbon blacks [3]. Such semi-solid flow cell systems using
flowing lithium-ion cathode and anode suspensions (catholytes and
anolytes, respectively) allow: (i) increasing the energy density by a
factor 10 compared to classical RFBs [3–7], (ii) increasing cell working
voltage [8,9], (iii) improved stability [3,4], (iv) reducing gas formation
[3,9], and (v) improving surface-electrolyte interface (SEI) formation [4,
9].
The aforementioned SSFBs and more utilized suspension electrodes
composed of dispersed solid particles (lithium-based electroactive ma
terials and conductive additives) in nonaqueous dispersing media
(organic electrolytes of lithium salts). Because of economical, safety and
environmental impacts, there is growing interest in replacing the
nonaqueous media by alternative aqueous electrolytes. However, the
water electrolysis at 1.23 V [10] and possible side reactions are un
equivocally expected to limit the cell voltage and hence poor electro
chemical performance. Few attempts have been reported to develop
aqueous SSFB. Li and coauthors presented the first attempt of aqueous
lithium-based SSFBs [11]. The battery displayed 202 Wh L–1 at limited
voltage of 0.9 V in 1 M LiNO3 solution (at pH = 11–12). In recent study,
Ventosa et al. introduced semi-solid hybrid flow battery which utilized
aqueous solutions of ZnSO4 and Li2SO4 and showed a stability window
of 1.65 V [12]. The aqueous electrolyte is still a serious constraint that
suppresses the design of an efficient aqueous SSFB. Several approaches
have emerged to extend the stability window of the aqueous electrolytes
as reviewed recently [13]. Interestingly, Hou et al. endeavored to widen
the working potential window of aqueous electrolytes through addition
of surfactant molecules [14]. The authors successfully extended the
stability window of an aqueous electrolyte to ca. 2.5 V and ascribed this
behavior to the preferential adsorption of amphiphilic molecules created
large energy barrier that impeded the mobility of water molecules to
ward the electrode surface. In the current study, we introduce a novel
aqueous electrolyte relies on the so-called branched micelle solution
This structured fluid is characterized by its low viscoisty and higher
diffusivity of ions and expectedly impart a colloid stability to the sus
pension electrodes.
Lithium-based SSFBs withdrew significant attention due to the wellestablished knowledge of chemistries and electrochemical performance
of lithium-based electrode materials in stationary lithium-ion batteries.
As a consequence of limited supply of lithium[15], and the smaller
interaction potential of sodium (in comparison to that of Li) [16], there
is a growing interest in exploration alternative material chemistries
based on low cost and abundant ions such as sodium, which are highly
desired for large-scale energy storage systems. Recently, Ventosa et al.
presented a prototype of Na-ion SSFB containing anolyte and catholyte
of Na-based active materials which displayed an energy density of ca. 9
Wh L–1 [12]. Such limited density was attributed to the large over
potential of suspension electrodes which can be enhaced by proper se
lection and optimizing of the electrolyte, active materials (especially the
catholyte) and cycling conditions.
Among significant amount of anode materials, titanium-based
nanomaterials have attracted immense interest in the last decade due
to their faster Na ion diffusion, efficient storage activity, high cycle
stability, low operation voltage, low cost, facile synthesis, and envi
ronmental issue [17,18]. Specifically, sodium titanates (Na2TinO2n+1)

have been regarded as potential anode materials after the pioneer work
of Tarascon in 2011 [19]. Particularly, sodium trititanate (Na2Ti3O7)
and hexatitanate (Na2Ti6O13) gained considerable interest as anode
materials with theoretical capacities of 178 mAh g–1 and 99 mAh g–1,
respectively [20]. These materials have a common high-aspect ratio
morphology diverse from cuboids [21], nanotubes to nanofibers [22]
structure. In the current study, the polymorph Na2Ti3O7 has been
selected as a model anode material to examine our approach when
mixed with conductive additives; namely carbon black.
Conductive additives (e.g. carbon blacks (CBs)) are the second
dispersing solid particles that affix the electrical conductivity of sus
pension electrodes when a three-dimensional “percolated” conductive
netwrok is formed above the percolation threshold (which depends on
the particle size, surface area and chemistry of CB and its compatibility
with solvent and active materials). Such netwrok breaks up and the
suspension loses its conductvity at crtitical: i) active material concen
tration in the stationary conditions, and ii) shear rate (flow rate) in the
flow conditions [6,7]. To bypass these limitations, Youssry et al. pro
posed using hybrid carbon materials composed of carbon black and trace
amount of filamentous carbon nanofibers (CNFs) in order to guarantee
wiring the CB netwrok so that it can sustain higher loading of active
materials and recover the loss in electric conductivity under flow con
ditions [7].
In this study, we propose the utilization of aqueous electrolyte as a
dispersing medium to understand the aggregation mechanism of
conductive additive (ketjenblack; KB) and its percolating threshold in
order to formulate aqueous suspension electrode (anolyte) for sodiumbased semisolid flow battery. This aqueous electrolyte (branched
micelle solution) has high degree of structuring facilitating the Na+
diffusion [23] and is expected to colloidal stabilize the dis
persions/suspensions and sustain higher load of active materials to
eventually possess higher concentration of Na ions. Sodium-ion elec
trode active materials (Na2Ti3O7) with high theoretical capacity and
highly conductive carbon blacks (KB) will be systematically dispersed in
the branched micelle solution. This is to precisely determine the optimal
composition (equilibrium) and operational conditions (under flow) for
aqueous anolytes for aqueous sodium semi-solid flow batteries.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Ketjen black EC600JD (KB; density = 1.90 g cm–3, BET surface area
= 1270 m2 g–1, primary particle size = 34 nm) was a gift from Lion
Speciality Chemicals Ltd., Japan. Cetylpyridinium chloride mono
hydrate (CPyCl; purity 99.0 – 102%), titanium (IV) oxide anatase (TiO2,
≥ 99%), and anhydrous sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, ≥ 99%) were
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, USA. Sodium salicylate (NaSal, >
99.0%) was used as supplied from Surechem Products Ltd., UK. The
sodium titanate (Na2Ti3O7; NTO) was synthesized and characterized as
detailed in the Supplementary materials (Section S.1 and Figs. S1).
2.2. Preparation of dispersions
First, stock solution of branched micelles (aqueous electrolyte) was
prepared by mixing aqueous solutions of CPyCl (0.1 M) and NaSal (0.1
M) in deionized water. The KB dispersions and suspension electrodes
were prepared by ball-milling method. Weighted amounts of the solid
materials (KB, NTO) and the branched micelle solution were transferred
onto 15 mL–agate jar with 5-agate balls (∅ 6 mm) and mixed at 500 rpm
for 3 h at room temperature.
2.3. Microscopy
The morphology of materials was investigated by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) from JEOL (100 CX), Japan. Scanning
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electron microscope (SEM) from FEI Nova NanoSEM was used to study
the morphology of the as-synthesized NTO and the suspension elec
trodes. Optical polarized microscope (Opto-Edu (Beijing) Co., Ltd,
China) was used to inspect the dispersions homogeneity and structure.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Branched micelle solution as an electrolyte
Branched (interconnected) micelle solution is a peculiar structured
phase that is commonly formed in catanionic surfactant systems [24].
Among various systems, the cationic surfactant; cetylpyridinium chlo
ride (CPyCl) forms a branched micelle phase when mixed with a pene
trating salt; sodium salicylate (NaSal) at high concentration [24,25].
The branched micelle solution is distinguished by its high fluidity,
enhanced diffusivity of ions and thermodynamics stability. Such unique
features render the CPyCl/NaSal solution as an excellent aqueous elec
trolyte (dispersing medium) for sodium semi-solid flow battery. More
over, it has been reported that micelle-based electrolytes exhibited
excellent electrochemical stability in comparison to common aqueous
electrolytes [26,27].
In this study, various branched micelle solutions of CPyCl/NaSal
system (varying CPyCl/NaSal molar ratio) have been examined elec
trochemically and rheologically. Among them, an optimal solution at
0.1 M CPyCl and 0.1 M NaSal is selected to be a dispersing medium for
electrode formulation. This solution displays a Newtonian behavior with
zero-shear viscosity (η0) of ca. 350 mPa s at 25 ◦ C (data not shown). The
electrochemical stability range of the micelle solution has been assessed
by cyclic voltammetry at ambient temperature as depicted in Fig. 1a.
The first cycle reveals electrochemical stability over a potential range
from − 3 V to + 2 V before the onset of O2 evolution above + 2 V (inset of
Fig. 1a). Though the voltammogram does not display any feature for
anodic peak, weak cathodic peak appears at ca. − 0.4 V. In the successive
cycles, two anodic peaks continuously appear at + 1.0 and + 2.0 V
whilst a cathodic peak is shifted to ca. − 1.9 V in the reverse sweep
(Fig. 1a). This electrochemical behavior is attributed to the redox re
action of salicylate ion designated by an anodic peak at + 1.0 V in
accordance with previous reports [28–31]. The second peak at + 2.0 V is
likely to ascribe to the adsorption of oxidation products on the glassy
carbon electrode [30,32]. The dimeric oxidation products may form
stable film on the electrode so that the cathodic peak is shifted to more
negative potential at − 1.9 V. In the first cycle, the oxidation of salicylate
ion does not reach the steady–state [30] and hence unstable adsorbed
film of oxidation products does not form. This may explain the lack of
anodic peaks and reduction at lower potential (–0.4 V) in the first cycle.
As depicted in Fig. 1b, no obvious redox peaks were observed when
the aqueous electrolyte was subjected to several cycles from –3.0–0.5 V;

2.4. Rheology
The rheological properties of dispersions and solutions were carried
out using a stress-controlled rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 102) equipped
with plate–plate geometry (plate diameter 25 mm, gap 1 mm). All
measurements were done at constant temperature 25 ◦ C, controlled by
Peltier system. To ensure the consistency, the rheological measurements
followed a common protocol as follow: (i) the samples were pre-sheared
at 100 s–1 for 10 min, then left to relax for 5 min, (ii) the linear visco
elastic region was defined by strain sweep test, (iii) the frequency sweep
test at an amplitude (from strain sweep) was recorded, and (iv) the flow
curve (viscosity vs. shear rate) was acquired. A step rate test was con
ducted to simultaneously study the electrical behaviour of dispersions at
particular shear rates (defined from the flow curve), with waiting time of
15 min at each shear rate.
2.5. Electrochemical characterization
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of dispersions and
cyclic voltammetry (CV) of the aqueous electrolyte (branched micelle
solution) were performed by a potentiostat/galvanostat (Squidstat Plus,
Admiral Instruments, USA) at ambient temperature. A three–electrode
cell configuration (glassy carbon as a working electrode, Pt/Ti wire as a
counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode) was used to
study the cyclic voltammetry at a scan rate of 10 mV s− 1. Simultaneous
EIS measurements (at rest and under flow) were conducted using the
rheometer equipped with a customized copper plate–plate geometry
(plate diameter 25 mm, gap 1 mm) connected with the potentiostat as
shown in Fig. S2. The EIS spectra of KB dispersions and suspension
electrodes were collected at 100 mV (the linear regime). The spectra,
represented by Nyquist plots, were fitted to an equivalent circuit
(depicted in Fig. S4) using EC–Lab® software (Biologic, France). The
electrical resistivity of dispersions was used to calculate the electrical
conductivity considering the geometrical parameters.

Fig. 1. Cyclic voltammograms of the branched micelle solution (0.1 M CPyCl + 0.1 M NaSal), at a scan rate of 10 mV s−
3
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before the anticipated oxidation at + 1.0 V. The electrolyte exhibited
striking electrochemical stability over this potential range, rationally
without formation of dimeric film. Interestingly no indication for H2
evolution up − 3 V, whilst the O2 evolution arises above + 2 V, implying
that no water hydrolysis over unusually extended potential window (5 V
for the full scan or 3.5 V for the limited scan before the oxidation
+1.0 V). Indeed, such potential window is extremely larger than the
thermodynamic electrochemical stability window of water (1.23 V). It
should be noted that the electrochemical decomposition is not only
thermodynamically controlled but kinetic factors, such as scan rate,
electrolyte concentration, and electrode type and surface, have signifi
cant impact on the stability window [33]. Previous studies reported
strikingly wide electrochemical stability windows of 3.0 V [34] and
4.1 V [35] for aqueous concentrated electrolytes of ionic liquids, and
2.8 V for multi–component system [36].
The relatively low viscosity at moderate concentration of Na+ and
extended electrochemical stability window render this branched micelle
solution (0.1 M CPyCl + 0.1 M NaSal) an excellent dispersing medium
for the formulation of suspension electrodes for aqueous sodium–ion
semisolid flow battery. The formation, adsorption nature and stability of
dimeric film (oxidation products) might be pivotal factors that deter
mine the electrochemical performance of electrode suspension.
Accordingly, over which potential window (3.5 V vs 5 V) does the
electrode efficiently operate? This is the objective of future study.

Accordingly, long–range electrostatic repulsive forces dominate so that
the particles rearrange in more compact aggregates [43]. It should be
noted that the ionic conductivity of dispersions in both NaSal and
branched micelle solutions is almost the same (ca. 7.0 mS cm–1), and
higher than that in CPyCl solution (ca. 1.0 mS cm–1), which may be
linked with high amount of Na+ that are freely diffuse in the bulk
medium.
3.2.2. Dynamic rheology of aqueous KB dispersions
First, the dynamic strain sweep test was performed to determine the
linear viscoelastic region (LVR) over which a minimal disturbance for
the microstructure of dispersions is applied. The dilute dispersions (KB
content; CKB ˂ 0.3 wt%) generally pursue a typical viscous behavior,
where the viscous modulus (G′′ ) is higher than the elastic modulus (G′ )
over the entire shear strain (γ) range (Fig. S3). Fig. 2a demonstrates
strain sweep results for selected KB dispersions at higher content (CKB ≥
0.5 wt%). It is rational to recognize a continuous increase in the mag
nitudes of the dynamic moduli as CKB increases. At CKB ≥ 0.3 wt%, the
dispersions generally show a gel–like response at low strain where G′ is
higher than G′′ and both viscoelastic moduli are nearly independent of γ,
implying the formation of structured dispersions (data not shown for
0.3 wt% KB). Upon further deformation, the dispersions exhibit a de
viation from LVR where G′ starts to progressively diminish, whilst G′′
displays a maximum; the so–called strain–overshoot [44]. The
strain–overshoot phenomenon has been overserved in wide range of
suspensions including carbon nanofibers [45,46], fumed silica [47], and
soft glass [48]. It has been ascribed to the transition from viscoelastic
dissipation (solid–like) to plastic flow (liquid–like) [49], associated with
iintrafloc deformation and interfloc dissipation [50], respectively.
Beyond the LVR, the deformation initially disrupts the interaction be
tween the carbon flocs (aggregates) resulting in discrete flocs that suffer
viscoelastic dissipation. Further deformation is likely to gradually lessen
the flocs size and smaller flowable particles are formed at very high
strain. The extent of strain–overshoot is sensitive to the flocs size, extend
and strength of interaction between flocs. Therefore, the phenomenon is
more pronounced as the KB content increases (Fig. 2a), analogous to the
behavior of CNFs dispersions [45].
At a critical strain (γc), the KB dispersions exhibit G′ –G′′ crossover
beyond which the dispersions perform liquid–like behaviour where G′′ is
higher than G′ and both moduli diminish with the applied strain. Further
reduction in the interaction between flocs and flocs size are likely to
result in a liquid–like rheological behavior under higher deformation.
Fig. 2b displays the dependency of γc on CKB, described by the power
law: γc ~ CαKB , with two different exponents (α) revealing two distinct
regimes. First, γc monotonically increases with KB content, showing
positive exponent; α = 2.5, in agreement with the scaling behavior for a
network with weak interfloc links [51]. Similar exponent has been re
ported in previous study on analogous carbon black suspensions [52],
contrary to the negative exponents reported for aqueous CBs [46] and
nonaqueous CNFs [45] dispersions in ionic liquid. Interestingly, this
unusual trend in the semidilute regime may ascribe to the progressive
intensifying of the interaction between the flocs as a consequence of
increased effective volume fraction of flocs as the KB content rises [41,
42]. The assumption of increased bond strength (rigidity) is excluded
and the dispersions network is likely to reach the saturation state with
strongly interacted (anisometric) aggregates at 1.5 wt% KB. Beyond this
concentration, a second regime emerges where γc weakly decreases with
KB content, displaying negative exponent; α = –0.4 (Fig. 2b). This trend
in turn seems to be linked with a dense KB network formed from highly
interacting flocs with presumably strong interfloc bonds [51] or
different aggregation mechanism. Similar negative exponent has been
reported for aqueous dispersions of CBs at low concentrations [46], and
long carbon nanotubes [53] and in agreement with the theoretical
exponent predicted for suspensions of interconnected network with
bonds that freely rotate and resist stretching [54].
Profound understanding for the development of dispersions

3.2. Aqueous dispersions of ketjen black
The electrical conductivity of suspension electrode arises from the
three–dimensional network that is built up above a critical content of the
conductive additive; namely the percolating threshold. The percolated
conductive network is expected to sustain high load of electrically
insulated active material and retain its conductivity under flow.
Accordingly, it is worth to systematically determine the percolating
threshold and investigate the rheological and electrical properties of the
conductive additive (ketjen black; KB) in the branched micelle solution.
3.2.1. Zeta potential of ketjen black in branched micelle solution
It is vital to explore the colloidal state of carbon black (KB) in the
dispersing medium (branched micelle solution) in order to understand
their aggregation mechanism and consequently the bulk mechanical and
electrical properties. This can be accomplished by examining the zeta
potential (ζ) values. Carbon black particles are known to carry negative
a surface charge due to deprotonated oxygen-containing functional
groups, so they form colloidally stable dispersions [37]. The dispersion
of KB in deionized H2O shows ζ = –35 ± 2.56 mV, implying that the
surface of KB particles is negatively charged due to ionized surface ox
ygen functional groups in H2O. In NaSal aqueous solution, the KB par
ticles still carry negative charge but the absolute value of zeta potential
decreases (ζ = –25 ± 1.90 mV) in comparison to pure H2O. This mild
decrease may ascribe to charge neutralization due to the poor adsorption
of Na+ on the surface of carbon particles [37]. The KB dispersion in
0.1 M CPyCl significantly exhibits zeta potential ζ = +50 ± 1.25 mV.
The cationic surfactant tremendously changes the absolute value and
charge of zeta potential. This charge inversion is likely to attribute to
adsorption of the cationic surfactant on the carbon surface. Since the
concentration of surfactant exceeds its critical micelle concentration (ca.
1.0 mM at 25 ◦ C), it is rational to anticipate the formation of self
–assembled layer or hemimicelles on the carbons surface [38,39]. The
zeta potential of KB in the branched micelle solution (0.1 M NaSal +
0.1 M CPyCl) is unusually highly positive that may scarcely attribute to
extremely high electrostatic repulsive potential energy induced by the
bulk branched micelles. The effect of depletion interactions induced by
micelles may contribute to the DLVO potential and results in uncommon
extended double layer [40]. Moreover, the thickness of the adsor
bed–surfactant layer and or the double layer around the KB particles
cooperatively increase the effective volume fraction of particles [41,42].
4
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Fig. 2. (a) Strain sweep results for selected dispersions of carbon black (KB) in the aqueous electrolyte at 25 ◦ C, 1 Hz, and (b) variation of the critical strain (γc) with
the concentration of carbon black (CKB).

microstructure is gained from the dynamic frequency sweep experi
ments at minimal perturbation (viz. in the LVER). Fig. 3 shows the fre
quency sweep results for selected dispersions over wide range of KB
content. Initially, the dilute dispersions (CKB < 0.3 wt%) display a
typical liquid–like response where G′′ > G′ and both moduli are
dependent of the angular frequency (ω), as shown in Fig. 3a. This implies
that no structured dispersions have been yet formed and discrete KB
flocs exist. The semidilute and concentrated KB dispersions otherwise
start to exhibit gel–like viscoelastic response at CKB ≥ 0.3 wt%, as can be
seen from Fig. 3b. The semidilute dispersions (0.3–1 wt% KB) reveal
unusual viscoelastic response that is scarce for analogous colloidal dis
persions if they are physically structured. At low ω, G′ is slightly higher
than G′′ and nearly independent of the frequency until a critical fre
quency (ωc) at which the dynamic moduli crossover, and then the dis
persions behave a typical liquid–like response as revealed from the
domination of G′′ over higher ω. The frequency–dependency of G′′ is
explicitly observed beyond ωc. Moreover, ωc is shifted to higher values as

CKB is increased from 0.3 to 1 wt%. Considering that the dispersions are
viewed as weak network of flocs interspersed by the dispersing medium
[55], the viscoelastic behavior of such semidilute KB dispersions may
arise from two contributions. The elastic contribution at low ω is mainly
due to the long–range interaction forces between KB flocs in the
network, whereas the Newtonian dispersing medium dominates the
viscoelastic behavior at higher ω (ω > ωc), regardless the KB content
[55]. This picture is only adequate to describe the tenuous microstruc
ture of dispersions at 0.3–0.5 wt% KB. At CKB = 1 wt%, the dynamic
moduli, in comparison, increase by one decade with G′ >G′′ and the
relaxation frequency (ωc) shifts to higher value (Fig. 3b). This behavior
may attribute to the change in the size and morphology of flocs so that
the floc–floc interaction strongly increases, rendering the dispersion
network highly elastic. The nature of interaction is likely to be of either
electrostatic interaction due to increased effective volume fraction [41,
42] or formation of physical interconnections (branches) between the
flocs. Specifically, the dynamics (fluctuations) of KB branches turns

Fig. 3. Dynamic frequency sweep results (a) dilute dispersions (strain amplitude = 10%), and (b) concentrated dispersions (strain amplitude ≤ 0.1%).
5
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paramount at higher frequency, causing the moduli are dependent on
the angular frequency [56]. Hence, the microstructure of semidilute
dispersions (0.5–1 wt% KB) is likely to be weak gel with porous struc
ture, analogous to dispersions of weakly attractive CB in mineral oil [52,
55] and aqueous microgel [57].
The 1.5 wt% KB seems to be a critical content where the dispersion
differently exhibits a linear viscoelastic behavior typical for highly
elastic network with strongly interacting flocs. It is signified by: higher
magnitude of the moduli, G′ >G′′ by one decade, frequency–independent
G′ , and disappearance of G′ –G′′ crossover over the entire frequency
range (Fig. 3b), implying that the structural relaxation time of this
dispersion is larger than the duration of the experiment. This is likely to
ascribe to intensively packed anisometric aggregates that reveal strong
aggregate–aggregate interaction which results in poroelastic network
rather than fluctuations of less flexible branches at high KB content [57].
In comparison to previous carbon black dispersions [6,46,58,59], the KB
in branched micelle solution reveals this peculiar viscoelastic behavior
at lower carbon content which is considered advantageous for formu
lation of suspension electrodes. Above 1.5 wt% KB, the network grows
into stiffer microstructure as revealed from the independency of both
dynamic moduli on the frequency. For instance, the dispersion at 3 wt%
KB displays linear viscoelastic response featured for highly elastic
network (Fig. 3b). At low frequency, the gradual increase in G′ and G′′
may delineates the reconstruction of gelation over the measuring time
[60], since the measurement begins at high frequency (downscan) after
full destructive strain sweep test.
To recap, the KB dispersions in branched micelle solution reveal
unique microstructural development with KB content, where the dis
persions: (i) are small discrete flocs below 0.3 wt%, (ii) begin to grow
into larger flocs (agglomerates) showing a rheological weak gel at 0.3 wt
% which span up to CKB < 1.5 wt%, and (iii) form saturated network at
CKB > 1.5 wt%. Following this structural progression, the linear visco
elasticity is sensitive to the morphology and effective volume fraction of
aggregates and hence the electrostatic interactions between aggregates
that uniquely control the dynamic rheological behavior of KB disper
sions. Further argument for the nature of microstructure of KB disper
sions is additionally drawn from the electrical (impedance spectroscopy)
behavior at equilibrium as discussed in Section 3.2.3.
Deeper discernment on the aggregation nature and mechanism in
carbon dispersions is attained from the dependency of the rheological
plateau modulus (G0) on the KB content, as depicted in Fig. 4a. At 0.3 wt
% KB, the dispersions begin to exhibit a rheological elastic behavior with
defined G0. This critical concentration denotes the rheological

percolating threshold (Cr *) at which it is presumed that the flocs are
interconnected (bonded) by carbon branches resulting in a percolated
network spanning the dispersion [61,62]. Nevertheless, the optical
micrograph of the 0.3 wt% KB dispersion notably shows large inco
herent aggregates without explicit sign of interconnections (Fig. 4b). As
the KB content increased to 0.5 wt%, the agglomerates unambiguously
transform from quasi–spherical to anisometric morphology (Fig. 4c). It
should be stated that such lower percolating threshold (0.3 wt%) than
that exhibited by carbon black dispersions in simple organic [6,63] and
aqueous [46] media is related to the formation of larger aggregates in
micelle solution, in accordance with a recent simulation study [64]. As
revealed from zeta potential measurements, the higher value and sign
reversal (from negative to large positive) of zeta potential of KB
dispersion in CPyCl/NaSal system is likely to attribute to formation of
adsorbed surfactant layer or hemimicelles [38,39,65] on the carbon
surface resulting in strong electrostatic repulsion forces. The strong
interaction forces are likely to somewhat suppress the formation of
carbon branches and discrete (quasi-spherical and anisometric) aggre
gates are alternatively formed rather than interconnected ones. Lu et al.
reported a similar structural picture for sterically–stabilized colloidal
dispersion with adsorbed short polymer [66].
Above Cr*, G0 monotonically increases with the KB content, exhib
iting a power law relationship: G0 ~ CβKB with two eminent exponents (β)
consistent with two regimes and varied microstructures. In the semi
dilute regime, G0 has a scaling exponent of β = 3.4, in accordance with
the one reported for colloidal dispersions of carbon blacks [6,52,63],
nanotubes [67] and silica nanoparticles [68,69]. At CKB > 1.5 wt%
(concentrated regime), G0 steeply increases with the KB content exhib
iting higher scaling exponent; β = 6.9 analogous to that reported for
aqueous concentrated dispersions of carbon blacks [46], nanofibers
[45], and nanotubes [53]. This trend is likely to ascribe to unusual ag
gregation mechanism consistent with distinct fractal dimensions around
1.5 wt% KB. In light of Shih model [51], the semidilute regime (0.3–1 wt
% KB) is best described as a weak–link regime where the intrafloc links
are stronger than the interfloc ones as revealed from the increase of both
G0 and γc with KB content. In this regime, the fractal dimension (D) of
the flocs is related to the exponent β through Eq. (1) [51]:
D = 3−

1
β

(1)

The fractal dimension is found to be 2.7, much higher than the value
predicted by Shih model (D ≈ 2.1) and reported for various dispersions
in comparable concentration range [45,55,69]. This implies a different

Fig. 4. (a) variation of plateau modulus (G0) and electrical conductivity (Σ) with the concentration of KB (CKB) at 25 ◦ C, and (b,c) optical micrographs of dispersions
at 0.3 and 0.5 wt% KB, respectively. The dashed lines are the best linear fit, and the scale bars are 50 µm.
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aggregation mode, rather than the reaction limited cluster aggregation
(RLCA) with D ≈ 2.1 [70,71]. In contrary, such fractal dimension is
consistent with a ballistic particle cluster agglomeration (BPCA) mech
anism where the hyperspherical flocs randomly combine to form larger
aggregates exhibiting restructuring mechanism [72,73]. The strength of
intrafloc links, number density of large anisometric aggregates (Fig. 4b,
c) and restructuring–induced flexibility of aggregates [73] may delin
eate the elasticity of KB dispersions in micellar dispersing medium. The
strong repulsion forces and the anisometry of aggregates are likely to be
responsible for the compactification of aggregates and hence higher D
value [66,74]. In comparison, similar D (2.6 – 2.7) values have been
reported for highly concentrated dispersions of carbon blacks in aqueous
[46] and organic [6,63] media, and polymeric mixture [66]. Richard
et al. ascribed the elasticity of dispersions to the formation of dynami
cally arrested clusters induced by weak attractive or even repulsive
forces that result in the domination of strong intrafloc links in com
parison to small number and weak interfloc links [63]. Above 1.5 wt%
KB, numerous flexible aggregates begin to rapidly coalesce [62] showing
a sharp increase in the network elasticity as revealed from the large
exponent of G0 (β = 6.9). Using Eq. 1, the fractal dimension of the ag
gregates in the concentrated regime is found to be ca. 2.8, in agreement
with the value reported for BPCA aggregation mechanism. Fully coa
lesced network with much higher compactifications is expected to
display higher fractal dimension. However, D slightly increases from 2.7
(semidilute regime) to 2.8 (concentrated regime) approaching the
maximum value of crystalline network (D=3). This transition resembles
a glass–like dynamical behaviour when the particle crowding effects are
highly predominate [71] resulting in a fast gelation induced by coales
cence [62]. This structural picture explains the decrease in the critical
strain as the concentration increases beyond 1.5 wt% KB (Fig. 2b).
It is worth mentioning the sensitivity of the rheological properties of
dispersions to the characteristics of carbon black (viz. surface area,
particle size and surface chemistry) and the nature of the dispersing
medium [75]. Particularly, the compatibility between KB and micellar
solution plays a crucial role in controlling the aggregation threshold and
mechanism and hence the microstructure of dispersion. Indeed, the KB is
highly hydrophobic particles which are expected to rapidly flocculate in
aqueous medium and shows a low rheological percolating threshold.
Nevertheless, the branched micelle solution remarkably delineates the
aggregation mechanism in a way that the microstructure is built by the
unique ballistic–particle cluster agglomeration mechanism rather than

the other common mechanisms over limited concentration range. The
strong electrostatic repulsive force induces the formation of (spherical
and anisometric) aggregates with high effective volume fraction that
strongly interact and densify to form percolated network at low carbon
content. Coalescence and further densification of the network emerge at
higher content of carbon black.
3.2.3. Electrical properties of aqueous KB dispersions
The evolution of equilibrium microstructure in dispersions can be
plainly explored by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
The electrical resistivity due to the degree of structuring and networking
of carbon dispersions is probed through this non-destructive test. Fig. 5
depicts the impedance spectra, represented by Nyquist plots, for selected
KB dispersions. The dispersions at CKB ≤ 0.7 wt% present nearly linear
Nyquist plots analogous to that of the electrolyte (branched micelle
solution), suggesting the predomination of the ionic conduction
(Fig. 5a). Obviously, the rheologically percolated dispersions at 0.5 and
0.7 wt% KB do not show semicircles in their Nyquist plots, implying the
lack of conduction pathways between the aggregates in agreement with
the optical micrographs (Fig. 4b,c) and the structural conceive with
drawn from the rheological response.
At CKB = 0.9 wt%, the dispersion intriguingly begins to display a
Nyquist plot with wide semicircle (in the high–frequency region) and
linear tail (in the low–frequency region) as can be seen from Fig. 5b. The
occurrence of semicircle indicates the building up of electrically
conductive network in the dispersion at this critical content; namely the
electrical percolating threshold (Ce*). As KB content increases, the
semicircle gets narrower until nearly perfect semicircle appears at
1.5 wt% KB in tandem with the rheological viscoelastic behavior of
dispersions. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the Ce* is three–folded
higher than Cr*, that is certainly linked with the peculiar aggregation
mechanism of KB in micelle solution. Below Ce*(viz., CKB < 0.9 wt%),
the network is mechanically percolated due to progressively increased
interaction between flowing units that confer the elasticity of the dis
persions and render them to behave viscoelastic gel. The dispersions are
electrically percolated at CKB ≈ 0.9 wt% when the effective volume
fraction and size of anisometric aggregates are large enough to form
strongly interacted (connected) aggregates able to convey the electrical
charges throughout the dispersion via hopping mechanism that does not
requires physical interconnection [63,76]. This trend is consistent with
the behavior of flocculated dispersions of carbon nanotubes [77–79]

Fig. 5. Impedance spectra represented by Nyquist plots (Z′′ ; imaginary part of impedance versus the real part Z′ ) for (a) diluted and (b) concentrated KB dispersions
at ambient temperature.
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which showed higher electrical percolating threshold than the rheo
logical counterpart in contrast to the trend exhibited by analogous
carbon blacks dispersions [46,63]. This discrepancy may ascribe to the
varied aggregation mechanism in particular medium that is sensitive to
the characteristics of dispersing particles and the nature of interaction in
the dispersing medium.
A complementary quantitative evidence for the evolution of micro
structure is acquired from the variation of electrical conductivity (Σ) of
dispersions with the carbon content as depicted in Fig. 4. The impedance
spectra of dispersions are modelled by an equivalent circuit (Fig. S4)
composed of ionic and electronic elements, as detailed in Section S.2.
The dependency of Σ (calculated from Eq. S.1) on the KB content
incontrovertibly confers further insight into the development of equi
librium microstructure of dispersions. Above the electrical percolating
threshold (CKB ≥ 0.9 wt%), the electrical conductivity monotonically
increases with KB content (Fig. 4), showing a power–law relationship: Σ
~ C1.7
KB , with an exponent comparable to the theoretical “universal”
exponent (1.9) of percolated three–dimensional network [80] and the
reported ones (1.7–1.8) for analogous conductive dispersion [6] and
composites [81,82]. This exponent is assumed to be linked to the
strength of transition and depends only on the dimensionality of the
system [83]. Accordingly, such comparable exponent signifies the for
mation of peculiar network of interaction anisometric aggregates, rather
than the conventional three–dimensional counterpart of physically
interconnected aggregates. As the KB content increases, the network
turns denser when the anisometric aggregates grow and strongly
interact due to enhanced effective volume fraction. Above 1.5 wt% KB,
the conductivity of the concentrated dispersions steeply rises with the
KB content revealing unusual “nonuniversal” exponent of 9.9 (Fig. 4).
Similar exponent has been shown by conductive composites of carbon
blacks [84] and nanotubes [85], and is likely to indicate a structural
transition above 1.5 wt% KB in accordance with the aforementioned
behavior of the rheological plateau modulus. The nonuniversal con
ductivity exponent is related to a peculiar ‟tunnelling percolation
mechanism” [86] when the system is composed of isolated aggregates
(dispersed configurations rather than clustered ones [87]) with size
larger than the tunnelling range [88]. This structural portray may
similarly describe a coalescence network of large densified aggregates
(as drawn from the rheological behavior) able to convey electrical
charges through tunneling mechanism. Such unusual structural devel
opment is likely to be linked with the structured dispersing medium that
delineate the aggregation behavior. Brilloni et al. recently reported a
model that describes the impact of electrolyte concentration on the
aggregation/sedimentation behavior of carbon black dispersions [89].
The authors attributed the efficiency of electrical percolation to the
shielding effect between carbon particles which is significant at high
ionic strength.
In conclusion, the simultaneous rheological and impedance behav
iors of KB dispersions in branched micelle solution revealed structural
transition at a critical KB content. The semidilute percolated dispersions
are composed of interacted aggregates which begin to electrically
percolate at 0.9 wt% when the aggregates are enough highly aniso
metric and strongly interacting to convey the electrical current by
hopping mechanism. The microstructure transforms into coalescence
agglomerates above 1.5 wt% KB exhibiting tremendous rise in the
electrical conduction induced by tunneling mechanism. Further insight
into the microstructural transformation under continuous shear flow is
yet decisive to confirm such structural development.

Fig. 6. Variation of shear viscosity (η) and stress (τ) with shear rate (γ̇) for
selected KB dispersions at 25 ◦ C.

rational to conceive a continuous increase in η as the KB content rises.
The dilute dispersions (CKB ≤ 0.2 wt%) are typical Newtonian fluids
since η is nearly independent of γ̇ over the entire range (Fig. 6a),
implying that the dispersions are not yet structured in agreement with
the dynamic rheology and impedance spectra at rest. The semidilute
dispersions (0.3–0.7 wt% KB) initially exhibit a shear thinning behavior
at low shear rates before they reveal an infinite shear viscosity (New
tonian) plateau over higher shear rates (Fig. 6a), analogous to the
behavior of sterically stabilized dispersions [90,91]. Furthermore, no
notable sign for shear thickening behavior is detected, in contrary to the
behavior of similar structured dispersions [6,45,46,92,93] when a
percolated network is formed. Accordingly, the structuring in the sem
idilute dispersions originates from randomly oriented large spherical (or
anisometric) carbon aggregates [41,42] stabilized by strong repulsive
forces due to the coated surfactant layers and the bulk branched mi
celles, rather than the formation of carbonaceous interconnections. Such
complex (electrostatic and/or steric) interaction results in higher
effective volume fraction than the core volume fraction of aggregates
[42,43] so that the elasticity of dispersions are due to electrostatically
and sterically interacted large aggregates. Beyond a critical stress (yield
stress), the viscosity monotonically decreases when the stress is enough
to overcome the interaction between aggregates and turns them disor
dered aggregates flowing with the plane of shear [43]. Above a critical
shear rate, the viscosity is nearly independent of the shear rate in
consistent with the linear rising of the shear stress, implying the New
tonian behavior of dispersions (Fig. 6a), which is consistent with the
freely sliding of aggregates when the hydrodynamic interaction pre
dominates [43]. As the KB content increases, the transition from thin
ning to Newtonian behavior is shifted to higher critical rates due to
larger effective volume fraction and hence stronger interaction. The
simultaneous impedance spectra under shear flow of semidilute dis
persions (e.g. 0.5 wt% KB in Fig. 7a) do not show any traces of semi
circles over wide range of shear rate (in the thinning or the Newtonian
regimes), implying the lack of physical carbonaceous interconnections
(branches) to convey the electrical current either at rest (γ̇=0 s –1) or

3.2.4. Non–linear rheology of ketjen black dispersions
It is vital to investigate the effect of continuous shear flow on the KB
dispersions and elucidate plausible shear–induced structural transitions
and consequence change in the dispersions’ conductivity. This can be
achieved through examining the variation of steady shear viscosity (η)
and stress (τ) with the applied shear rate (γ̇) as depicted in Fig. 6. It is
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Fig. 7. Impedance spectra (Nyquist plots) of various KB dispersions under wide range of shear rates (γ̇), at 25 ◦ C.

induced by shear flow (γ̇ > 0 s –1); in other words, the dispersions are
neither electrically percolated nor exhibit shear–induced percolation.
Intriguingly, at the end of semidilute regime (viz. 1 and 1.5 wt% KB),
the dispersions commonly show three–regime flow curves characterized
by two shear thinning regimes, separated by shear thickening regime
(Fig. 6b), similar to the flow behavior that is previously reported for
corresponding concentrated dispersions [6,45,46,58,94]. In compari
son, we notice the domination of the first shear thinning over wider γ̇
range (up to ca. 20–50 s–1) than that previously reported for similar
carbon dispersions. Indeed, the shear thickening behavior is linked with
the formation of physically interconnected aggregates [43,95,96].
Furthermore, the 1 and 1.5 wt% KB dispersions are electrically perco
lated due to the friction between anisometric aggregates with large
effective volume fraction, as described aforementioned. Accordingly,
the first shear thinning arises mainly from a decrease in the effective
volume fraction so that the apparent size of aggregates may decrease
with γ̇ [96]. This postulation is obviously evident from the continuous
increase in the shear stress (Fig. 6b) which attempts to overcome the
repulsive barrier due to long–range electrostatic repulsion forces. Above
a critical γ̇, the stress is high enough to presumably break up the ag
gregates and render them come into direct contact resulting in shear
thickening regime at very high γ̇ (> 102 s–1). The onset of shear thick
ening is shifted to relatively higher γ̇ as the KB content is increased from
1 to 1.5 wt%. This behavior is likely to be associated with the aggre
gate–crowding effect [71] when the dispersions approach the

glassy–like state. Furthermore, suppressing of shear thickening to higher
γ̇ is mainly linked with the increased packing volume fraction of poly
disperse large aggregates [91,97] when the stress is enough to induce
lubricated–frictional transition [98] causing an additional energy
dissipation [42]. This prediction is qualitatively consistent with the
simulation results of Melrose [99,100] who explored the influence of
conservative repulsive forces on suppressing the onset of shear thick
ening to higher γ̇. Further increase of γ̇ results in diminishing of the
friction forces between the small aggregates, analogous to the relaxation
of the constraint on the relative sliding motion between the aggregates,
and eventually the second shear thinning transition emerges at higher γ̇
(Fig. 6b). This is consistent with the stress plateau when the density of
aggregates remains constant at higher γ̇ [101].
As revealed from the dynamic rheology, the dispersions above 1.5 wt
% KB have different structural state when the size and anisometry of
aggregates change so that the neighbouring particles in the same
aggregate fuse [62] in a similar pattern to the coalescence of emulsions
[101]. The repulsive interactions between overlapping aggregates lead
to an increase in the degree of compactness of large aggregates [70],
resulting in higher elasticity. The coalesced dispersion at 2.1 wt% KB
reveals three-regime flow curve as depicted in Fig. 6b. In comparison to
the semidilute dispersions, the coalesced ones shear thickens over in
termediate γ̇ range as revealed from the change in the slope of shear
stress at ca. 10 s–1. This discontinuous shear thickening is typically
exhibited by concentrated suspensions and is believed to arise from the
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dilation and jamming of suspended particles when the frictional contacts
between the aggregates dominate [102,103]. The thickening regime
separates two shear thinning regimes. The low–shear rate thinning is
likely to be associated with the shear–induced alignment of coalesced
aggregates, analogous to highly concentrated dispersions [45]. This is
consistent with the stress plateau at low shear rate range (Fig. 6b), which
is dominated by entropic contribution comes from the distortions in the
equilibrium structure [104]. Beyond the critical γ̇ of thickening, the
shear stress increases as a result of strong frictional contacts between
closely approaching aggregates [98]. Further increase of γ̇ results in
second shear thinning regime, associated with unusual dropping of
shear stress. This behavior is likely to arise from the cracking of jammed
aggregates at very high shear rates, similar to the behavior of polymeric
dispersions [105].
It is worth noting that the shear thickening is reversible process with
negligible hysteresis in the upscan and downscan modes as depicted in
Fig. S5 for selected dispersions in the semidilute regime (viz. 1 and
1.5 wt% KB). The reversibility of thickening has been investigated by
simulation [106] and experiments [107–109] and ascribed to the for
mation of transient stress–bearing aggregates as a result of short–range
hydrodynamic lubrication forces restraining the repulsive forces be
tween aggregates during flow. The stress dependence of the aggregates
interaction renders shear thickening reversible [110] and when the
applied stress is removed, the dispersions relax back to the viscous state
with negligible hysteresis. It can be advantageous to obtain conductive
dispersion with reversible shear thickening behavior at high shear rate.
This reversibility secures the stability of microstructure and hence any
innocent variation of electrical conductivity of dispersions when operate
in the flow cells.

solution to any undesirable structural transitions and hence loss of
electrical conductivity under flow conditions.
Deeper insight on the plausible shear–induced structural transitions
in KB dispersions can be quantitatively explored from the variation of
the electrical conductivity with the shear rate, as depicted in Fig. 8.
Surprisingly, the electrical conductivity of the percolated and coalesced
dispersions are nearly independent of the shear rate, in consistent with
the first shear thinning. This implies that the shear flow does not
significantly alter the microstructure and the dispersions remain elec
trically conductive over wide γ̇ range. Such behavior is likely to be
linked with rearrangement of aggregates under shear flow that causes
change in the distribution of neighboring aggregate distances and ori
entations [103], rather than breaking up of microstructure. This is
because the fundamental interactions between the aggregates that are
responsible for the measured forces do not alter under shearing. It has
been reported that different stress responses can be found for consistent
microstructures, and large change in viscosity is not necessarily due to
shear–induced structural transitions. For instance, colloidal dispersions
exhibited strong (due to change in entropic forces) [104,111] and weak
(due to change in viscous forces) [90] shear thinning behaviors as
consequence of random particle arrangements. In general, the inde
pendency of electrical conductivity on the applied γ̇ is extended to
slightly higher γ̇ as the KB content increases. Beyond a critical γ̇, the
electrical conductivity of the percolated dispersions (1 and 1.5 wt% KB)
suddenly decreases with the shear rate and shows a slight minimum over
relatively high γ̇ (Fig. 8a,b). Such drop in conductivity aligns with the
shear thickening regime that can be described by the dilatancy mecha
nism [112] that features the thickening of densely packed particles.
Upon shearing, the aggregates stretch (dilate) around each other

3.2.5. Rheo–impedance of ketjen black dispersions
Further insight on the shear–induced structural transitions in KB
dispersions can be precisely gained from the simultaneous measure
ments of the impedance spectra under constant shear rate. Fig. 7 dem
onstrates the variation of impedance spectra under step rates for selected
semidilute (electrically unpercolated and percolated) and coalesced
dispersions. As aforementioned, the 0.5 wt% KB dispersion revealed a
viscoelastic gel–like response and non-Newtonian flow behavior under
shear flow, indicating that the dispersion is rheologically structured.
Nevertheless, its impedance spectra lack semicircles neither at rest nor
under shear flow (Fig. 7a). Instead, the spectra are dominated by linear
Nyquist plots, implying that the dispersion is electrically unpercolated.
Obviously, the high effective volume fraction and hence electrostatically
interacting aggregates results in rheologically percolated network that
lacks any physical interconnections (branches) to convey electrical
current. As a result, the dispersion is indeed viscoelastic weak gel with
disordered flowing aggregates under continuous shear flow, however, it
is purely ionic conductor. Well above the percolating threshold, the
semidilute (1 and 1.5 wt% KB) and coalesced (2.1 wt% KB) dispersions
are electrically percolated as delineated by their semicircle Nyquist plots
at rest and under shear flow (Fig. 7b-d). The percolated dispersions
commonly reveal variation of the diameter of semicircles with the shear
rates. Qualitatively, they sustain the shear flow as revealed from the
existence of nearly identical semicircles over wide range of shear rates (γ̇
≤ 20–50 s–1), before they relatively widen above critical shear rates (γ̇ ≥
20–50 s–1) that depend on the KB content. Further increase in the shear
rate results in narrowing the semicircles again particularly for the
semidilute dispersions rather than coalesced one. Analogous conductive
dispersions showed nearly similar variation of impedance spectra under
shear flow, consistent with shear–induced insulator–conductor transi
tions arose from structural transformations under flow [6,7,46]. In
comparison, the striking feature of the impedance spectra of our
percolated KB dispersions is the existence of semicircles over wider
γ̇ range than those revealed by analogous dispersions in nonaqueous
[6,7,45] or aqueous [46] media of ionic liquid. This implies the signif
icant resistivity of percolated KB dispersions in branched micelle

Fig. 8. Variation of the electrical conductivity (Σ) with shear rate (γ̇) for (a,b)
semidilute and (c) coalesced KB dispersions at 25 ◦ C. The Σ values were
calculated using the proposed equivalent circuit (Fig. S4) as described in Sec
tion S.2 in the Supplementary materials.
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without taking direct paths, so their packing volume expands resulting
in the increase of the dispersion viscosity (thickening) [103] and loss of
conduction pathways for hopping. Further increase of γ̇ results in raising
the electrical conductivity in tandem with the second shear thinning
(Fig. 8a,b). This behavior is likely to arise from enough stress able to
dynamically reconfigure the dilatant aggregates into aligned flowing
unites with sufficient frictional contacts to recover the electrical con
ductivity at very high shear rates. On the other hand, the coalesced
dispersion (2.1 wt% KB) suffers strong loss of electrical conductivity
beyond its critical γ̇ (Fig. 8c) in consistent with the thickening regime.
This may results from the cracking of jammed aggregates that cannot
rescue their connectivity even at higher shear rates and hence the con
ductivity irreversibly drops.
The rheo-electrical properties of KB dispersions evidently elucidated
their rheological behavior under shear flow. Based on the fact that the
dispersions are percolated due to electrostatically interacted aggregates,
rather than physically interconnected ones, the low–rate thinning
regime is mainly consistent with shear–induced orientation or align
ments of aggregates. Such rearrangements do not seriously influence the
electrical conductivity where the current conveys through hopping
mechanism. Beyond the critical shear rate, the aggregates dilates
exhibiting shear thickening behavior in tandem with loss of conductivity
where the distance between flowing units are high enough to restrain
the hopping mechanism, and the dispersions slightly lose their electrical
conductivities. Additional stresses induce the alignment of dilatant ag
gregates, and getting them to closely approach in order to retain their
conductivity. The coalesced dispersion nearly exhibits the same trend
with serious cracking beyond the critical shear rate where the conduc
tivity is not retained; at least over the examined shear rate range.
In general, the conductivity minimum of the semidilute dispersions is
less pronounced than that exhibited by analogous carbon dispersions [6,
45] and nearly resembles that of hybrid carbons [7,45]. This implies that
the KB dispersions in micelle solution strongly resist the deformation of
microstructure under continuous flow conditions so that they remain
electrically conductive even under very destructive flow conditions. This
is an advantageous property for the conductive dispersion to safely
operate under continuous flow conditions when mixed with the elec
trochemical active material to formulate the suspension electrode for
semisolid flow battery.

conductivity and increased elasticity under equilibrium conditions?
In comparison, semidilute (1.5 wt% KB) and coalesced (2.1 wt% KB)
KB dispersions have been selected to examine the effect of added NTO on
the microstructure (rheologically and electrically) of the resultant ano
lytes at rest. In general, the dynamic viscoelastic behavior of suspensions
reveal gel–like response where G′ is one–decade higher than G′′ over the
entire frequency range (Fig. S6). While G′ is thoroughly independent of
the frequency, G′′ suffers slight dependency on the frequency for the
NTO-1.5KB suspensions in comparison to NTO-2.1KB counterparts. This
implies the increased strength of the suspension’s network as a result of
cooperative interaction due to strong packing of NTO particles in the KB
aggregates. Similar dependency of the loss modulus has been exhibited
by analogous suspensions [7], and may ascribe to the reorganization
followed by weakening of the interaction (frictional contacts) between
the carbon aggregates without significant influence on the rigidity of the
suspensions [114]. At NTO ≥ 25 wt%, the NTO-1.5KB suspensions turn
stronger gel as revealed from the smaller difference (less than one
decade) and weaker dependency of the dynamic moduli on the fre
quency (e.g. 25NTO-1.5KB suspension in Fig. S6-a).
The electrical behaviour of NTO-1.5 KB suspensions are in excellent
agreement with their dynamic properties as revealed from the imped
ance spectra as depicted in Fig. S7. Upon addition of 5 wt% NTO to the
1.5 wt% KB, the characteristic semicircle of the conductive network
becomes wider indicating the deterioration of the conductive pathways
due to the added NTO particles that are embedded in the KB network.
Further addition of NTO does not result in significant variation in the
impedance spectra of suspensions over the entire NTO content (Fig. S7a). On the other hand, the electrical behavior of NTO-2.1 KB suspensions
supports this assumption where the semicircles of Nyquist plots strongly
resemble that of the NTO–free KB dispersion with non-monotonic
widening of the semicircles as the NTO content rises (Fig. S7-b).
Fig. 9 depicts a quantitative comparison for the effect of NTO content
on the rheological G0 and electrical Ʃ parameters on the semidilute and
coalesced networks at 1.5 and 2.1 wt% KB, respectively. On addition of
small amount of NTO (3 wt%) to the 1.5 wt% KB, G0 strongly increases
(one decade) in tandem with a small decrease in Ʃ (Fig. 9a). Further
increase of NTO content does not significantly alter the network rigidity
and electrical conductivity where G0 and Σ remain nearly constant up to

3.3. Aqueous sodium – based suspension electrode
It is worth to examine the capacity of conductive dispersions to up
take electrically insulated active materials without severe impact on the
flowability and electrical conductivity of formulated electrode suspen
sions. Initially, this aim is achieved via exploring the rheo-electrical
properties of suspension electrode under static conditions. Sodium
titanate (Na2Ti3O7; NTO) has been selected as a model anode material
for anolyte formulation due to its relatively high theoretical capacity
(ca. 178 mAh g–1) and low working potential [113]. The anolytes are
formulated through a systematic addition of NTO to the percolated KB
dispersion in order to assess the rheological and electrical properties
under static conditions. The optimal anolytes are those with optimal
rheological (flowable) and electrical (yet conductive) at highest NTO
content.
Upon adding the electrically insulated active material to the perco
lated conductive dispersions, breaking up (or deteriorating) of the
conductive pathways may takes place, resulting in serious loss of the
electrical conductivity of anolyte. Moreover, undesired increase in the
rigidity of the anolyte is likely to occur. Accordingly, it is rational to
assess the influence of NTO content on the microstructure of anolytes
made up of KB and NTO dispersed in branched micelle solution to pre
cisely find out the optimal composition of NTO at which the suspension
electrode is somewhat flowable and yet electrically conductive. In other
words, to what extend (content of NTO) the percolated KB dispersion
can sustain highest amount of NTO without serious loss of electrical

Fig. 9. Effect of NTO content (CNTO) on the plateau modulus (G0) and electrical
conductivity (Σ) of NTO–KB anolytes at (a) 1.5 and (b) 2.1 wt% KB.
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higher NTO content. This behavior may arise from the flexibility of the
conductive network, rather than rupturing effect, at 1.5 wt% KB that can
sustain higher load of NTO without significant decrease in the conduc
tivity. Fig. S8 displays the morphology and NTO distribution for a
selected anolyte (10 wt% NTO–1.5 wt% KB). The optical micrograph
demonstrates the homogenous distribution of the NTO particles in the
KB conductive network (Fig. S8-a). Deeper insight in the microstructure
of the anolyte is gained from the SEM micrograph (Fig. S8-b) which
reveals the incorporation of the NTO nanorods in the KB network.
On the other hand, G0 of the coalesced 2.1 wt% KB dispersion
slightly drops upon adding 5 wt% NTO and remains nearly constant
until 15 wt% NTO (Fig. 9b). Above this critical concentration, G0
strongly increases, implying the critical packing conditions [115]
beyond which density mismatching or less ordered colloidal crystals
[116] emerges. The rod-like morphology of NTO particles may has a
significant influence when mixed with nearly spherical coalesced KB
aggregates. The initial drop in G0 is in tandem with a similar decrease in
Σ at 5 wt% NTO, beyond which the conductivity of the anolytes does not
significantly change at higher NTO content. In comparison to the sem
idilute dispersion, this coalesced dispersion is likely to sustain lesser
content of NTO beyond which the network rigidity is strongly increased.
It is worth to mention that the anolyte at 30 wt% NTO is enough stiff to
be examined by rheology. Therefore, the high rigidity of NTO–2.1 wt%
KB suspensions at relatively lower NTO render them inappropriate
suspension electrodes for semisolid flow batteries. Indeed, the
rheo-electrical properties of suspension electrodes under no flow (static)
conditions are not the solely key factor that determines the optimal
formulations; however, we expect serious structural transition consis
tent with loss of suspensions’ conductivity under continuous flow con
ditions. Accordingly, suspension electrodes formulated at 1.5 wt% KB
are recommended to investigate their rheo-electrical properties and
electrochemical performance under shear flow in order to accurately
determine the optimal flow conditions. This is the aim of work in
progress in our laboratory.

lesser NTO content (15 wt% NTO) before it turned stiffer suspension.
Based on these findings, further investigation for the rheo-electrical
properties and electrochemical performance of optimal NTO–KB sus
pension electrodes under flow conditions are of worthy significance for
novel aqueous sodium–based semisolid redox flow battery applications.
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